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Companies should continuously engage in activities for fulfilling their Corporate Social Responsibility so that they may

survive a long period as an enterprise accepted by the society. The whole members of each company, rather than its

particular sections or departments, should engage in them. All the employees as well as the management should fulfill

CSR by clearly indicating corporate ethics and sharing its sense of values, Hence, Penta-Ocean Construction carefully

handles communications among employees and societies while endeavoring to infiltrate such intention into the whole

company members.

Exhibitions of or invitation to construction sites and the Research Institute are one of the activities to keep communica-

tions with people in the societies through our construction activities.

In the term under review Penta-Ocean held several construction site exhibitions, cooperated with similar events, and

collaborated with internship and scientific researches. Typical examples are described below.

■ Collaboration with internship and scientific research
Penta-Ocean also accepts foreign students and holds site study meetings for
college and university students and teachers’ training sessions at private
enterprises. It supports the dispatches of Antarctic exploration members.
  In the term under review Penta-Ocean accepted students from
Miyakonojo, Miyazaki Prefecture so that they might engage in simulated
training of water invasion and evacuation, summarization of training results,
and many other activities.

■ Cooperation with events
Penta-Ocean positively participates in and cooperates with a wide
variety of events, covering from nature observation meetings to

food industry-related ones as well as local community events, in
addition to those related to construction.

■ Exhibition of and invitation to construction sites
Construction sites are put to public exhibition for visitors who are mainly
people living near the sites and pupils/students so that the visitors may

enjoy the best part of manufacturing and students may learn what is
construction work.




